Articles grouped together are “significant developments in the law.”


100 Years of Pennsylvania Workers’ Compensation: History, The Current Scene, and Challenges Ahead (January 2016)


2010 Oxford Legal Social Media Survey Results: Attorney Trends and Law 2.0 (April 2010)

A Departure from Dodd-Frank and Traditional Loan Underwriting Methodology May Be Appropriate: A Case-Study of Milton S. Hershey (July 2017)

A Hundred Years of Excellence: But is the Past Prologue? Reflections on the Pennsylvania Workers’ Compensation Act (January 2016)

A Multi-Factor Test Would Aid Paternity Decisions (July 2011)

A New Era in Pennsylvania Product Liability Law-Tincher v. Omega Flex Inc.: The Death of Azzarello (January 2015)


A Practitioner’s Primer on the Pennsylvania Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act (January 2015)

Achieving Prison Reform (October 1983)
Admissibility of Expert Testimony-Daubert Revisited (April 2002)

Admissibility of Expert Testimony-Supreme Court Digests the Frye Test in Grady V. Frito-Lay and Eschews Daubert (July 2004)


Admissibility of State of the Art Defense – Manufacturer’s Expertise May No Longer be Allowed in the Courtroom (October 1988)

Advanced Technology Issues — The Internet, and State Securities Regulation — A Primer (July 1996)

Aids and the Law: Some Contemporary Developments (July 2007)

Aircraft Noise and the Selection of Airport Sites (January 1972)

Americans with Disabilities Act and Reasonable Accommodation: Are Employers Required to Reassign Disabled Individuals Who Can No Longer Perform Their Jobs?, The (October 1998)


Appellate Mediation in Pennsylvania: Looking Back at the History and Forward to the Future (July 2004)

Applicability of the Self-Critical Analysis Privilege to Environmental Litigation (April 1997)

Arbitration’s Grand Slam Victory in the Supreme Court’s 2000-2001 Term (October 2001)

Architects Lose the Economic-Loss-Rule Shield in Pennsylvania (October 2005)

Are Hospitals Charitable Organizations? (January 2002)


Asserting the Privilege Against Self-Incrimination in a Civil Case; A Guide for the Pennsylvania Practitioner (April 2013)

Assessment of the Appealability of Interlocutory Discovery Orders Involving Claims of Privilege, An (January 2003)

Attacks on Judicial Independence: The PBA Response (April 2001)

Attorney-Client Privilege — Differentiating Between a Lawyer’s Legal and Business Communications, The (April 2008)

Auditor Liability – The Effect of the Client’s Contributory Negligence (July 1994)

Avoiding Pitfalls in Assuring Timeliness of Appeals in Land Use Cases (April 2007)

Avoiding Pitfalls in Effective Use of Electronic Mail (January 1998)

Avoiding Practitioner Pitfalls Under the New Pennsylvania “Plain Language” Law (October 1993)

Avoiding Superfund Liability Pitfalls Facing Asset Purchasers (July 1994)

Background Aspects of the Treaty Governing the Exploration and Use of Outer Space (March 1967)

Bad Day at Work: Contrasting Occupational Disease Fatal Claims and “Disease-As-Injury” Fatal Claims, A (April 2009)

Bad Faith Actions Against Sureties Revisited (October 2005)

Balancing the July Pool (July 1998)

Balancing Right of Injured Victims with Statutory Offset Under the Property and Casualty Insurance Guaranty Act: Panea V. Isdaner (July 2002)

Bankruptcy Law Reform: A Primer For the General Practitioner (July 2006)

Beating Swords Into Plowshares: Why and How Successful Medical Malpractice Mediation Demands the Transformation of Litigators (July 2005)
Before You Fire That Troublesome Workers’ Compensation Claimant (January 2004)

Bifurcated Divorce Action: Establishing Compelling Circumstances and Sufficient Economic Protections (July 2014)

Bite Mark Identification-A Reliable Forensic Tool or Junk Science? (July 2017)


Brain Drain In Dependency Disputes: Will Pennsylvania's Courts Pull the Stopper?, The (January 2001)

Bringing the Judicial Machinery up to the Demands Made on it (March 1971)

Buyers Warranty – When the Buyer of Goods Must Hold the Seller Harmless, The (January 1995)

Calculating Lost Earnings in Wrongful Death Cases: The Pennsylvania Experience (January 1987)


"Cancerphobia" & Risk Assessment (January 2001)

Case for Abortion on Demand, The (January 1972)

Case for Splitting Causes of Action — Extending the Separate Disease Rule Beyond Asbestos Litigation (July 1996)

Case Study on Processing Driving Under the Influence Cases – The Berks County Approach (July 1994)


Certification of State Law Questions: Pennsylvania’s Experience in the First Five Years (April 2004)

Challenges in Legal Malpractice Liability (July 1997)
Change of Corporate Control-Balancing Obligations to Shareholders with Obligations to Employees, Customers, the Surrounding Community and Other Constituencies (July 1999)


Charitable Organizations and Prohibited Political Activities (April 1992)


Child Custody Evaluations – Practice and Procedure (October 1998)

Citing Magna Carta-The Validity of the Great Charter in Pennsylvania Today (July 2015)

Civil Litigation on Behalf of Crime Victims (April 1987)

Civil Practice and Procedure (March 1971)
Civil Practice and Procedure (June 1975)
Civil Practice and Procedure (July 1983)
Civil Practice and Procedure (April 1985)
Civil Practice and Procedure (January 1990)
Civil Practice and Procedure (April 1992)
Civil Practice and Procedure (October 1995)

Civil Practice Before District Justices in Pennsylvania (January 1997)

Civil Practitioner's Guide to Permissive Appellate Review of Interlocutory Orders, A (July 2001)

Civil Prosecution for Criminal Harm: Apportionment of Fault in Inadequate Security Cases (July 2003)

Clarifying Limits on Compulsory Arbitration Panel Awards (October 2000)

Class Actions in Pennsylvania – Part 1 (January 1975)
Collateral Estoppel Consequences of Unemployment Compensation Hearings in Wrongful Termination Actions (Main Attraction or Side Show After Frederick v. American Hardware Supply Company) (January 1992)

Combining Professional and Volunteer Services in Administering the Probation System (January 1972)

Commercial Code (March 1971)

Commercial Litigator’s Primer on Personal Jurisdiction Analysis in Pennsylvania, A (April 2004)

Commercial Transactions (June 1975)

Common Estate Planning Blunders – How to Correct and Avoid Them (October 2010)

Common Law Residential Rent Withholding—a Call for Legislative Action (April 2008)

Comparing Pennsylvania and Texas Law on Ownership and Marital Rights: Common Law v. Community Property – Impact on Oil and Gas Leasing (January 2011)

Compliance by the Private Sector with the Americans with Disabilities Act (July 1991)

Compliance Guide to Pennsylvania’s “Plain English” Consumer Contract Law, A (April 1995)

Complying with Sanctions Programs Restricting Access to the U.S. Financial System (October 2006)

Complying with the New Mortgage Satisfaction Law (January 2004)

Compulsory Pooling and Unitization in the Marcellus Shale: Pennsylvania’s Challenges and Opportunities (April 2012)

Computer – An Indispensable Aid to Statutory Revision and Drafting, The (March 1967)
Computer Presentations by Lawyers in the Conference Room, Classroom, and Courts (April 2007)

Conducting Termination Of Parental Rights Hearing After The 2016 Superior Court Case In Re C.M.C (July 2017)

Confidentiality Orders in the Third Circuit are not for Wimps: Pansy V. The Borough of Stroudsburg (July 2000)

Conflicts of Values and Moral Dilemmas (June 1967)

Consideration of Investment Income on Rate-Making (March 1967)

Consumer-eye View of Pennsylvania Legal Practice: Learning From Our Mistakes (April 2000)

Continuing Care Retirement Communities, State Regulation and the Growing Importance of Counsel for Residents and Their Families (October 2006)

Contra – The Resolution That House Bill No. 2272 (Now Senate Bill 38) be Adopted as a Crimes Code by the Pennsylvania Legislature

Contractual Fee Shifting Clauses-How to Determine “Prevailing Party” Status (October 2003)

Copyright and Trademark Issues in the Pharmaceutical Industry – Generic Compliance or Brand Drug Imitating – “Copycat or Compliance” (January 2013)

Corporate and LLC “Participation” Liability (July 2012)

Corporations (March 1971)
Corporations (June 1975)
Corporations (July 1981)

Court-appointed Experts In State and Federal Courts: From Hens-teeth to High Priests (October 2000)

Court of the Judicial Discipline: A Review of the First Twenty Years, The (January 2013)

Court-Ordered ADR: Promises and Pitfalls (January 2000)

Crimes and Misdemeanors: The intersection of health care law and ethics (July 2011)

Criminal Defense Advocacy: Moral Dilemma and Ethical Quandaries (October 1978)

Criminal Law (April 1982)
Criminal Law (January 1986)
Criminal Law (April 1987)
Criminal Law (July 1988)
Criminal Law (October 1989)
Criminal Law (July 1992)

Criminal Practice Before District Justices in Pennsylvania-Part 1 (January 2000)
Criminal Practice Before District Justices in Pennsylvania-Part 2 (April 2000)
Criminal Trials of Co-Defendants: The United States Supreme Court Clarifies the Rules (January 1999)
Culmination of a Trend In Limiting the Scope of Informed Consent? - Duttry V. Patterson (January 2002)
Current Trends in Pennsylvania Land Use (January 2006)
Damages for “Deepening Insolvency”: A Defendant’s Nightmare (January 2003)
Dead Man’s Act – A Dusty Answer, The (July 1989)
Death of the Law, The (June 1975)

Debunking the Myths Surrounding Natural Gas Title Washing: “How Can One’s Title be Divested if Natural Gas Was Not and Cannot Be the Subject of a Proper Real Estate Tax Assessment (January 2014)
Decedents’ Estates and Trust Laws (March 1971)
Decedents’ Estates and Trust Laws (July 1981)
Decedents’ Estates and Trust Laws (July 1983)
Decedents’ Estates and Trust Laws (July 1985)
Decedents’ Estates and Trust Laws (October 1986)
Decedents’ Estates and Trust Laws (July 1995)

Decedents’ Estates and Trusts (June 1975)

Declaratory Judgment Orders; Appealability (April 2017)

Defined Benefit Plan Sponsors in Bankruptcy – Flexibility in Modifying Plan Distributions (October 2013)

Development and Use of Civil Jury Instructions In Pennsylvania (April 2001)

Developments in Lawyer Training (October 1978)

Developments in Pennsylvania’s Attorney Malpractice Law (July 1995)

Developments in the Law of Directors and Officers Liability (October 1987)

Differences Between the Pennsylvania Sovereign Immunity and Political Subdivision Tort Claims Acts (January 1998)

Digital Dangers: A Primer on Electronic Evidence in the Wake of Enron (January 2003)

Digital Millennium Copyright Act: Some Relief for Internet Service Providers, The (January 2000)

Dilution Revisited: A First Look at the Trademark Dilution Revision Act (April 2007)


Dissenting Statement Pertaining to the Name of an Individual Debtor on a Financing Statement – Appendix A to the Report on the Amendments to Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code (October 2013)
Do Pennsylvania Administrative Agencies Have the Authority to Appeal the Reversal of Their Decisions? (October 2000)


Does the New “Charities Act” End the What? (April 1998)

Drafter Beware: Forum Selection Clauses May Not Achieve Their Goal (July 1994)

Driving Under the Influence RX (July 2007)

DUI Field Sobriety Tests: Have the Courts Missed a Step? (July 2002)


Duty to Warn for Products Used in the Industrial Workplace – “Sophisticated User” and “Learned Intermediary” Defenses (January 1994)

Eastern Unauthorized Practice Institute (March 1967)

Educational Continuum in Pennsylvania (April 1996)

Effects of the Affordable Care Act and Other Reform Efforts on Providers, Insurers and Patients – Consequences and Hidden Issues of Health Reform (April 2014)

Elder Law Symposium-Practice Perspectives (October 2003)

Electronic Discovery Decisions Relating to the Amended Federal Rules (October 2009)

Eligibility of Attorneys for Unemployment Compensation (April 2003)

Emerging Trends in Implied Consent Law (July 1996)

Eminent Domain (January 1975)
(October 2004)

Establishment of the Pennsylvania State Board of Law Examiners, 1895-1902
(April 2005)

(January 1982)

Estate Freezes Under the Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1990 – Section 2036(c), Its
Demise and Disinterment (April 1991)

Estate Planning for Disabled Beneficiaries: Pennsylvania Supreme Court
Confirms Effectiveness of Properly Drafted Discretionary Trusts (July 1992)

Estate Planning for Pennsylvania Families with a Disabled Family Member
(January 2011)

Estate Planning with Retirement Accounts: Top Tax Tips and Traps for the Estate
Planner (April 1992)

Estate, Gift and Generation Skipping Transfer Taxes: Changes made by the

E-signature Act, Pennsylvania Law, and E-commerce, The (October 2000)

Ethical and Legal Issues in Law Firm Accounting (January 1993)

Ethical and Public Policy Considerations Related to Medicaid Planning (October
2013)

Ethics of Inadvertent Disclosures, The (October 2000)

Evidence (April 1982)
Evidence (October 1987)
Evidence (October 1989)

Evolution of Pennsylvania’s Recognition of Death Claims on Behalf of Mortally
Injured Fetuses: A Retrospective and Prospective Analysis, The
(January 2000)

Expanding Scope of Non-competition Agreements (January 1998)
Expanding Use of Summery Judgment in Pennsylvania (Nanty-Glo has to go: Requiem for an Archaic Rule) (January 2006)

Expansion of Bystander Recovery for Negligent Inflection of Emotional Distress (January 1995)


Exploring Malpractice Actions Against Computer Consultants (October 2001)

Exploring the Original Intent of Congress for the Fourteenth Amendment and the Incorporation Doctrine (July 2008)

Facilitating Use of Recreational Land in Pennsylvania-Multi-factor approach to determine liability under the RULWA (July 2000)

Fair Use and Online Publishing: Legal and Practical Guidance for Publishers (October 2007)

Family Law (January 1981)
Family Law (January 1982)
Family Law (July 1983)
Family Law (July 1985)
Family Law (October 1986)
Family Law (April 1990)
Family Law (July 1991)
Family Law (July 1992)
Family Law (October 1993)
Family Law (October 1994)
Family Law (January 1996)

Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act and Public Health, The (October 2010)

Federal Claims Priority Act and the Executor’s Duty to Identify and Satisfy a Decedent’s Potential Environmental Response Obligations, The (January 1993)

Federal Court Practice: A View From the Inside (October 2001)

Federal Tax Developments Affecting Individuals, Corporations and Other Organizations (April 1996)

Federal Tax Developments Affecting Individuals, Corporations and Other Organizations (April 1997)

Federal Tax Developments Affecting Individuals, Corporations and Other Organizations (April 1998)

Federal Tax Law Changes Affecting Individuals, Corporations and Other Organizations (April 1999)

Federal Tax Lien Act of 1966: Some Practical Considerations for Mortgages (October 1967)

Federal Y2K Act Modifies Commercial Law and Civil Procedure (October 1999)

Filial Responsibility of Children to Support Aging Parents as a Legal Obligation (April 1997)


Freedom of Expression in the Workplace: The Pennsylvania Unemployment Compensation Experience (July 2002)

From Expungement to Sealing of Criminal Records of Pennsylvania (October 2016)


Future of the Private Charitable Foundation, The (June 1967)


Geriatric Heights – The Life-Care Community (October 1990)

Getting Ready for Revised Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code-Transition Rules (July 2001)

Gifts and Loans to Judges (January 1991)
Group Legal Services (October 1967)

Group Legal Services – An Old Wine in a New Bottle (October 1967)


*Habeas Corpus* in Pennsylvania Today (April 2016)

Handling Investment Portfolios (April 1985)

Health Care Fraud and Abuse (April 2014)

Health Information Technology, Patient Data and Health Care Reform: Rewards and Risks in the New Ecosystem (April 2014)

Health Law Developments (July 2007)

Hearsay Evidence in Administrative Proceedings – Pro and Con Views on the “Legal Residuum” Rule (January 2004)

Heart and Lung Act Update (January 1998)

Hospital Liability for Negligence in Drug Testing of Prospective Employees for Employers (January 2004)

Hospital-Physician Relationships After National Health Reform: Moving From Competition to Collaboration (January 2011)

House Counsel and the Unauthorized Practice of Law, 1967 (October 1967)

How to Find the Courthouse (A Primer for the Practice of Law) (June 1975)

Human Cells and Tissue for Sale (A Caveat) – Did you Advise Your Patient or Client of His Commercial Rights? (October 1991)
Human Rights Developments at the State and Local Level in the United States: A Bird’s-Eye View (April 2016)

Hydraulic Fracturing and Related Activities as Giving Rise to Classic Tort Claims (July 2016)

Impact of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court’s Adoption of Portions of the Principles of Corporate Governance Upon Shareholder Derivative Litigation in Pennsylvania: Cuker V. Mikalaukas and its Progeny (January 1999)

Implied Consent Law (January 1994)
Implied Consent Law (January 1995)

Importance of Accurate Injury Descriptions in Notices of Compensation Payable, The (January 2010)

Importance of Retaining Limits on Compulsory Arbitration Awards, The (July 2001)

Important Trends in Pennsylvania Land Use (April 2008)


Indemnification and Insurance: The Risk Shifting Tools (Part I) (October 2008)
Indemnification and Insurance: The Risk Shifting Tools (Part II) (January 2009)

Inevitable Disclosure Doctrine, The – Inability of Former Employees to Perform Without Disclosing Confidential Information (January 2004)

Information Security For Attorneys: An Ethical Obligation (January 2007)

In-House Counsel, The Attorney-Client Privilege and Ethical Considerations In Pennsylvania (January 2001)

In Memorium- Louis F. Del Duca, Esq. (January 2016)

Insurance Coverage Developments (October 1996)

Insurer Liability Under Pennsylvania’s Bad Faith Statute (April 1994)

Insurers Bad Fail Refusal to Settle – Excess Liability Consequences (January 1986)
Interface Between the Recreation and Land Use Act and the Sovereign Immunity Act-Blanket Immunity for the Commonwealth in State Park Actions? (July 1999)

Interim Issues Requiring Appellate Review – Pennsylvania’s Collateral Order Doctrine: Lessons from the Barnes Foundation Case and the 30 Years of Jurisprudence Preceding it (October 2006)


Internal Revenue Code of 1986 – Changes Affecting Individuals, Corporations and Other Organizations (October 1986)

Introduction to Health Care Law (April 2014)

Introduction to the Revised UCC Article 9, An (October 1999)

IP Twitter-Style: Understanding Practical and Legal Risks in Promoting a Brand Through Social Media (April 2010)

Is it Unrealistic to Expect a Doctor to Apologize for an Unforeseen Medical Complication? A primer on apologies law (July 2011)

Joint Tortfeasor Releases: Negotiating the Maze (October 1991)

Joint Tortfeasor Releases: Time for a New Approach (April 2001)

Judge John Reed: Pennsylvania’s Blackstone

Judicial Selection and the County Bar Associations of Pennsylvania (October 1967)

Jury Selection in Pennsylvania (April 1999)

Jury Verdicts In Philadelphia County (January 2001)

Justice in Pennsylvania: The Roles of the Bench and Bar (July 1981)

Justice Unfunded – Justice Undone? Assuring Sustainable Funding for our Courts (January 2012)

Labor and Employment (October 1990)
Labor and Employment (October 1991)
Labor and Employment (October 1992)
Labor and Employment (April 1995)

Land Use (January 1981)
Land Use (January 1982)
Land Use (October 1987)

Land Use Regulatory “Takings” and the Eminent Domain Code (October 1993)

Landlord Remedies Under Attach in Pennsylvania (April 1992)

Law on Abortion, The (January 1972)

Lawyer Advertising and Solicitation – Formal Opinion 85-170 (January 1986)


Lawyer’s Ethical Considerations in Medicaid Planning for the Elderly, The: Representing Smith and Jones. (January 2005)

Lawyer’s Responsibility in Handling Funds and Property, A (April 2009)

Legal Aspects of Asthma in the Workplace (July 1993)

Legal Malpractice Litigation by any Name: Does it Still Look Like Negligence? (April 2015)

Legal Status of Same-sex Marriage Couples in Pennsylvania After the U.S. Supreme Court Decision in the Doma Case, The (January 2014)

Lenders’ Rights to Rents After Default (July 1995)

Letter to the Editor: Soviet Law – A Reply to an Attack (June 1967)


Limited Engagement: Suits Over Rings and Things Under Pennsylvania Law (October 1997)


Litigation Considerations Involving Social Media (April 2010)

(Living) Will for the People – Allegheny County’s Legal and Medical Associations Jointly Endorse a Uniform Advance Medical Directive, A (January 1996)

Look at the Law of Pupil Management, A (October 1967)

Loss of Oil and Gas Rights-Improper Use of the Action to Quiet Title (July 2015)

Luigi Del Duca: Sempre Più Giovane (January 2016)

Lump Sum Settlements of Workers’ Compensation Cases: Background and Unanswered Questions Under Section 449 of the Pennsylvania Act (January 2001)

Managed Care Liability and Erisa Preemption (July 1998)

Mandatory Sentencing – A Different Perspective (January 1987)

Mandatory Sentencing – An Assessment (January 1987)

Matter of Life and Death in Pennsylvania — Are Doctors Ignoring the Living Wills of Their Patients? (October 1996)

Mediation: Confidentiality and Privilege (July 2010)


Medical Records and the U.S. and Pennsylvania Constitutions’ Right to Privacy (July 1999)

Meeting Special Education Needs (January 2008)
Mental Stress Claims in Pennsylvania Workers Compensation Cases: Weapons as a Factor in Determining the Compensability of Psychic Injuries (October 2010)

Minority Shareholder Freeze-out Litigation in Pennsylvania: Remedies Provided at Common Law and by Section 1767 of the Pennsylvania Business Corporation Law (July 2013)

Minority Shareholder Rights: Pennsylvania’s Custodian Statute (July 1994)

Missing and Unknown Estate Heir Law Practice and Procedure (July 2005)

Modest Proposal to Unclog the Courts: The Need for Corrective Legislation to Control the Asbestos Explosion, A (January 1992)

Molding ERISA Plans to Qualify as Spendthrift Trusts Under Bankruptcy Law (July 1990)

More on the History of the Pennsylvania Bar Association (March 1971)

Mortgage Foreclosure Diversion Programs: An Aid to Homeowners and Lenders – A Case Management Tool for Courts (July 2012)

Multiple Orders: How Many Appeals Do I File? (April 2008)

Need for National Practice in Federal Courts Revisited, The (July 1989)


New ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct (Adopted August 1983), The (October 1983)

New Amendments to the Pennsylvania Uniform Condominium Act, The (April 1993)


New Legislation Changes Pennsylvania’s Residential Mortgage Industry (October 2008)


New Pennsylvania Benefit Corporation Law, The (April 2013)


New Pennsylvania Mortgage Banker/Broker Licensing Legislation (April 1999)

New Procedures in Handling Medical Malpractice Cases: The Impact of 1996 Tort and Cat Fund Reform (April 1997)

New Rules Of Professional Conduct (January 1988)

Newly Developing Substantive Forces Affecting State Administrative Law (October 1978)

No Pennsylvania Inheritance Tax on Inter-Spousal Transfers for Estates of Decedents Dying On or After January 1, 1995 (October 1995)

"Non-binding" Clause In Letter of Intent Saves the Day (October 2000)

Non-Compete Agreements and Consideration — What’s an Employer To Do? (April 1996)

Non-Compete Agreements and Trade Secrets Symposium-Practice Prospectives (April 2003)

O’Connell Rule Reinterpreted – The Impact of Maranda Warnings on Drivers’ License Suspension for Refusal to Submit to Chemical Testing, The (July 1991)

OEO Legal Services Program – The Legal Frontier of Our Time (October 1967)

Off-The-Bench Conduct (January 1986)
Oil and Gas Property Rights: Disputes Involving Deeds and Leases (July 2016)


Ongoing Battle Over Gas Royalty Calculations in Pennsylvania, The (July 2016)

Oversight of State Open Record Laws- A Study of Pennsylvania’s New Right to Know Law and the Office of Open Records (July 2008)

Parole, Probation and Due Process (October 1999)

Penal Reform Now, A Reply to Mr. Comisky (June 1967)


Pennsylvania Banks Ride the Interstate Express (January 1996)

Pennsylvania Bar Association Long Range Plan (July 1987)

Pennsylvania Bars Claims For Sexual Assault Where Repressed Memory Delays Commencement of Suit (October 1998)

Pennsylvania Civil Liability for Negligent Gun Storage (October 2015)

Pennsylvania Comments to The Uniform Commercial Code Modernization Act (H.B. 871, P.N. 983) (October 1991)


Pennsylvania "Growing Smarter" Environmental Law Developments (July 2001)


Pennsylvania Law of Evidence (October 1988)
Pennsylvania Law of Evidence (October 1992)
Pennsylvania Law of Evidence (October 1994)

Pennsylvania Lending Law Simplification – A Primer for the General Practitioner (October 1995)

Pennsylvania Patient Safety Authority (April 2005)

Pennsylvania Products Liability at the Crossroads: Bugosh, Berrier and the Restatement (Third) of Torts (January 2010)

Pennsylvania’s Appellate Courts Strike out on Their Own Collateral Order Path-Part One (October 2016)

Pennsylvania’s Appellate Courts Strike out on Their Own Collateral Order Path-Part Two (January 2017)

Pennsylvania’s Constitutional Right to Juries Free of any Suspicion of Partiality in Danger (July 2014)


Pennsylvania’s New Child Custody Venue and Jurisdiction Legislation (October 1978)

Pennsylvania’s New Custody and Grandparents’ Visitation Act (April 1982)

Pennsylvania’s “New Improved” Implied Consent Law – Not Just for DUI Offenders Anymore (July 2006)

Pennsylvania’s New Medical Marijuana Law: The Legal Roadmap for a Growing Industry (October 2016)

Pennsylvania’s New Psychotherapist-Client Privilege (October 1990)

Pennsylvania’s New “Right to Know” Law: Improving Access and Accountability (July 2003)

Pennsylvania’s Protection From Abuse Act: Three Decades of Practice and Procedure (January 2007)
Pennsylvania’s Right to Know — Accessing Information From State Agencies and Instrumentalities (April 1996)

Pennsylvania’s Solid Waste Management Act – Local Government Challenges to Permits Issued (July 1983)


Pennsylvania Sales and Use Tax Issues in Mergers and Acquisitions (October 1999)

Pennsylvania Sentencing Issues and Blakely (April 2005)

Pennsylvania Statutory Codification Project – A Long and Winding Road (April 2013)

Pennsylvania Supreme Court Imposes Strict Limits on Criminal Malpractice Claims (October 1993)

Pennsylvania Supreme Court Modernizes Rules Governing Appointment of Child Custody Evaluations (January 2008)

Pennsylvania Taxation of Limited Liability Companies (July 1999)

Pennsylvania Trade Secret Law (July 2008)

Pennsylvania Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act, The (April 1994)


Pennsylvania Workmen’s Compensation and Occupational Disease (June 1975)

Pension land Profit Sharing Plans and the Bankruptcy Code: Is the Nest Egg Subject to the Reach of Creditors (October 1988)

People United Against Aggression–The Proposed Uniform Reciprocal Peace Act (January 1972)

Perspectives on Pennsylvania Legal Malpractice (July 1997)
Personal and Corporate Income Tax Changes Made by the 1988 Technical and Miscellaneous Revenue Act (April 1989)

Personal Jurisdiction and Foreign Defendants: Issues to Consider (October 2007)

Personal Liability of Corporate Officers for Patent Infringement by Their Corporations (January 1994)

Perspectives on the USA Patriot Act (January 2005)

Pharmacy Liability for Punitive Damages-Pennsylvania Practice Pointers (January 2000)

Physician Relationships with Hospitals and Insurers (April 2014)


Piercing the Veil of Pennsylvania Limited Liability Companies (July 2004)

Plaintiffs’ Attorneys and Reimbursement to the Pennsylvania Department of Human Services of Personal Injury Settlements and Awards. (April 2017)

Police Pursuit Cases Roadblocks in the Pursuit of Justice (July 1998)

Policing Auto Repair Services under Pennsylvania Law (January 1993)

Pollution – The Right of Private Enforcement in the Courts (January 1972)

Post -Conviction Developments (April 2012)
Post-Conviction Developments (July 2014)
Post-Conviction Developments (October 2004)
Post-Conviction Developments (October 2008)
Post -Conviction Developments in Pennsylvania (January 2016)
Post-Conviction Relief in Pennsylvania (January 1998)
Post -Conviction Relief Act-Recent Developments (July 2000)

Practical Application of Social Media In and Out of the Courtroom (April 2017)

Practice Tips for Litigating in Federal Court (January 1997)

Practice Tips in Handling Individual Bankruptcy Cases (January 1997)

Practice under the 1984 Bankruptcy Amendments (October 1984)
Practicing Under Pennsylvania’s Real Estate Cooperative Act (July 1993)

Practitioner's Guide to the Driver License Compact of 1961 (October 2001)


Pre-compliant Discovery in Pennsylvania-Uses and Abuses (October 1999)

Pre-death Access to Life Insurance Proceeds by Terminally and Chronically Ill Individuals — Income Tax Implications (January 1997)

Preliminary Hearing in Pennsylvania, The (October 1978)

Prepare LLC Documents with Care – Issues to Consider to Achieve the Desired Results for Your Client (January 2003)

Prescription Drugs Liability in Pennsylvania: Is Strict Liability Dead? (July 1999)

Preserving the Integrity of the Legislative Process-Germaneness of Legislation Tests and Testers (July 2011)

Principal and Income – Obsolete Concept (January 1972)

Privacy Compliance Symposium - State, National and International Requirements (April 2001)

Privileged? Pennsylvania’s Limited Statutory Attorney-Client Privilege (July 2010)

Pro Bono: A Case for Judicial Intervention, or How the Judiciary Can Help Bridge the Justice Gap in America (April 2009)

Probation and Parole (January 1992)
Probation and Parole (July 1987)
Probation and Parole (July 1988)
Probation and Parole (July 1989)
Probation and Parole (July 1990)
Probation and Parole (July 1993)
Probation and Parole (October 1995)

Problem of Public Confidence, The (January 1972)

Professional Guidance and Discipline (January 1975)

Professional Guidance and Discipline (June 1975)

Professional Guidance and Discipline (October 1978)

Professional Licensing of Design-build Contracting (January 1999)

Professor Emeritus Rains Named Editor of PBA Quarterly (April 2016)

Proposal to Accelerate Disposition of Domestic Relations Matters – Use of Special Arbitrators for Common Law Arbitration (April 1991)

Proposals for Pennsylvania Ombudsman (October 1967)

Pros and Cons of Bar Unification (October 1967)

Prosecution of Fraud and Civil Rico Claims In the Insurance Markets for Commercial Truckers (January 2002)


Providing Access to Justice In a Culture of Impunity (October 2000)

Psychiatrist as Consultant in Civil and Criminal Law, The (January 1972)

Public Access to Quasi-Judicial Hearings and Records (July 1999)

Public School Dress Codes and the Free Exercise Clause of the First Amendment – Jacob’s Ladder (October 2009)

PUC Hearings Minus Discovery Equals Delay (January 1972)

PunitiveDamages in Pennsylvania – is Gross Negligence Enough? (October 1998)

Putting a Price on Scarring: Pennsylvania Workers’ Compensation Disfigurement Awards (October 2006)

Real Property (March 1971)
Recent Developments in Pennsylvania’s Legal Malpractice Law (October 1996)

Recent Dram Shop Case Developments (July 1999)

Recent Tax Changes Affecting Individuals, Corporations And Other Organizations (January 1994)

Recent Trends In Unemployment Compensation Issues: Willful Misconduct, Voluntary Quit, Timeliness of Appeals. (April 2017)

Recent Trends In Unemployment Compensation Issues: Self-Employment (July 2017)

Recent Trends in Wage and Hour Compliance in the Oil and Gas Industry (July 2016)

Reasoned Decisions in Workers’ Compensation Cases (January 1992)

Recent Developments in Pennsylvania’s Attorney Malpractice Law (July 1994)

Recent Developments in Pennsylvania’s Legal Malpractice Law - 1997 (July 1997)

Recent Developments in Post-Conviction Relief (April 2003)

Recent Developments in Product Liability Litigation (January 2007)
Recent Developments in Workers Compensation Supersedeas Fund Reimbursement (July 2005)

Recent Federal Tax Changes and Proposals Affecting Individuals, Corporations and Other Organizations (April 1992)

Recent Post Conviction Developments (July 2010)

Recent Tax Changes Affecting Individuals, Corporations and Other Organizations (April 1993)

Recent Tax Changes Affecting Individuals, Corporations and Other Organizations (April 1995)
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